Naturally acquired attaching and effacing Escherichia coli in sheep.
In a series of experiments involving the inoculation of sheep with Escherichia coli O157:H7, and subsequent detailed histopathological examination of the intestinal mucosa, attaching-effacing (AE) lesions formed by elements of the natural flora were observed in 18% of animals. These incidental AE lesions typically were small and sparse, and were not associated with clinical disease. It was possible to identify further some of the lesional bacteria, revealing that E. coli O115 had formed lesions in one of the seven affected animals, and similarly E. coli O26 had formed some of the lesions in another. As AE strains, source flocks, housing and feed sources were diverse, a common source of lesion-forming bacteria appears to be unlikely. It is postulated that subclinical AE lesions are a mechanism of persistence of AE bacteria in sheep.